Abstract. The canonical element conjecture is proved in the following two cases: (i) depth A = dim A -1, H^l(A) is decomposable; (ii) depth A = dim A -1, /C,-'(/l)viscyclic.
In [H] M. Hochster has assigned a canonical element i\A e H^(syz"(K)) with each H-dimensional local ring (A, m, K) (i.e., commutative Noetherian local ring A with a unique maximal ideal m and K = A/m) and has conjectured that t\a =£ 0 for every such A. In elementary terms this conjecture means the following [H] :
For every free resolution F -» As> -» As>~* -» ■ • • -* As° -> K -> 0 of K and for every system of parameters x1,...,x" of A, if <f> is any map of complexes K*(x; A) -* F which lifts the quotient surjection A/(xx,...,xn) -» K, then <j>n: Kn(x; A) -* As-is nonzero.
Hochster has shown that the above conjecture (henceforth C.E.C.) is equivalent to the direct summand conjecture and implies the "improved new intersection conjecture" which can be stated as follows:
Improved New Intersection Conjecture. Let {A, m) be a local ring and F be a finite free complex of finitely generated free modules 0 _» Fd^ ... _ Fq _» o such that Ht(F) has finite length for i > 0 and H0(F) has a (nonzero) minimal generator v such that Av has finite length. Then dim R ^ d.
It is well known that the above conjecture (henceforth I.N.I.C.) implies several other homological conjectures.
In §1 of this paper we prove that A satisfies C.E.C. <=> A satisfies I.N.I.C. (1.4). In proving this we come across in (1.3) another equivalent version of C.E.C. which shows that actually C.E.C. boils down to understanding the relations among the resolutions of homologies of ZC"(x; A) and itself. In §2 we study the case when depths = dim A -1. We prove (2.2) that A satisfies C.E.C. in the following cases:
(i) when H^~1(A)v is decomposable (this implies Hx(\; A) is decomposable), (ii) when H^~l(A)v is cyclic (this implies Hx(\; A)v is cyclic), (iii) when ann^ H^~\A)vn(m -m2) * 0, and (iv) when A is a U.F.D. or dim A = 3 and Z/,(x; A) is cyclic for some s.o.p. of A. In 3.1 we prove the following equivalence: A satisfies C.E.C. <=> t » 0. If F+, G> are minimal resolutions of A/m' and A/m respectively, and <> is any map F* -» (J* lifting the quotient surjection ,4/m' -» yl/ra, then <f>n is nonzero.
By using similar arguments we remark (3.2) that for t » 0, one can make <t>" + 1 = <t>n+2 = ■ • • =0. Moreover, we also point out that there exists a natural map k -> H"l(szy"(k)) which is nonzero <=> the C.F.C. is true.
1.
1.1. Proposition.
Let 1.2. In this section we are going to study the above proposition in the case when F is a Koszul complex K(\; A), where x = {xx,...,xn} is a system of parameters of A (x will also denote the ideal (xx,..., xn) when there is no scope of confusion). Let H0,..., Hr denote the homologies of K(x; A). By the above proposition we have the following diagram:
where dx = p,(Hx). We write Coker A, = G,-_! and we have 0 -> ZZj -> Gx -> x^4 -» 0 exact.
We denote Coker^I+1 by ZZ/ and the vertical maps Adi -* A{'!) by g,.
From the above diagram we obtain a smaller diagram with both the horizontal complexes representing minimal resolutions of H'r and G'r respectively:
where G'r = Gr © ^--'. We also obtain from the above diagram:
Fact 1. Since the ZZ,'s are modules of finite length, the Exty(ZZ/, A) are also. (This follows from (3).) (We do not use any suffixes for the ring when we take ext over A.) Fact 2. Let \mgn = A; then we can get a basis ex,...,ed of Ad" such that g"(e,) = 1, g"(ex) = 0, i = 2,..., dn. Hence from (2) we get Im(^r"+1) c submodule generated by e2,..., ed .
Hence syz"~r{H'r) has a free summand and we can write syz"-(ZZ/)=^©5/_r. e Notation. If M is finitely generated and Ar> -* Ar° -» M is exact, then we write Z)(Af) = CokerO*.
When Img" = ,4 from (2) we see that Dsn_r_x{H'r) has a generator which is killed by the ideal (xx,..., xn). 
(Recall, the resolution of xA is obtained by taking the mapping cone of (1).)
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Since by (4) the composite map Dsn_2(k) -* G, -» xA is zero, the resulting maps in (5) are homotopic to zero. So we get a family of homotopy maps {it,}-But now from A*->A'* »y/ iiid.Q)^/v."_, Ad»->A ® Ad--> (&,.*") it follows that Im g" = A, which is a contradiction.
Q.E.D.
1.4. Corollary. C.E.C. is true <=> I.N.I.C. is true.
Proof. => : See [H] .
<= : I.N.I.C. =» lmg" * y4 =* C.E.C.
Remark, (i) To be more precise, C.E.C. holds =» Im g" ¥= a principal ideal in yL (ii) It is easy to see that Im gn ¥= A is equivalent to the criteria pointed out by P.
Roberts [R] .
2. In this section we assume depth A = dim A -I. Let n be the dimension of A. Img"_, = y4, then syz""'(ZZ,) has a free direct summand and moreover Ds"_2(Hx) has a generator p killed by (xx,..., x"). Actually this generator is killed by Z, where I = ann^ Hx, since it is a generator for Ext'"'(ZZ,, A) too. Let 'c/ be any ideal. We have the following commutative diagram of exact sequences:
Let -> yP-» -> yfr-2 -+ • • • -» yP"° -
where the map in the middle is obtained by sending 1 to the generator v of Dsn_2(Hx) which is the image of yf/x obtained from (6) by applying Hom(-, A) to (6). Since Dsn_2(Hx) has projective dimension n -1, by applying Hom ( Proof. Without any loss of generality we can assume A is complete and hence A = R/I, where P. is a complete intersection with dim/? = dimyl. We can also choose xx,...,xn in such a way that x1,...,xn_1 is an /4-sequence and ZZj = (0 :xn) j =H°(A), where A =A/(xx,...,xn_x).
Hence Hx = H°(A)= Ext\A, R)/(xx,..., xn_x)Extl(A, R). We know by local duality that H^'\A)V= Exl\A, R). When dim A = 3. In this case l(Extl(A, R)) < oo. This allows us to choose an s.o.p. {xx, x2,x3} (and hence all its powers) contained in Ann^Ext1^, R). We consider the exact sequence 
